
Fragrance Personality Quiz 
 

Put a check by the questions that fit you.  Then see the answers below for the fragrance 
that suits your personality. (You may have more than one.) 
 

____ 1. Do you appreciate the beauty of life? 
 

____ 2. Are you a luxury-loving girl? 
 

____ 3. Are you always on the go and loving every minute? 
 

____ 4. Are you young or young at heart? 
 

____ 5. Are you dynamic, active and involved in the world around you? 
 

____ 6. Do you like glamour, grace and style? 
Answers 

1. Bella Belara - The exuberant fruity floral captivates immediately. 
2. Affection - A modern oriental chypre that awakens the senses. 
3. Belara - A perfect balance of fresh, luminous florals and creamy warm notes. 
4. Velocity - A euphoric fruity floral that will turn your world upside down. 
5. Journey - A light, translucent fragrance with a sheer blend of white floral notes 
6. Elige - A sheer oriental blend with exotic wood undertones. 
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